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Introduction to English 

Phonology and Phonetics

Dr. Nadja Nesselhauf

Hmsq?cUjRm sT HMfkHR
e?mPk?cYH ?mc e?mdsHjr

Dr. Nadja Nesselhauf

General Information

cf. distributed sheet

- Materials online

- Practical exercises cf. sheet

- The introductory phonetics and phonology module 

consists of three parts:

1) Lecture

2) Begleitkurs (either BrE or AmE)

3) Tutorials (recommended, but not obligatory)

- Final exam: register via SignUp!

General Information

cf. distributed sheet

- Additional Literature: Linguistic dictionaries:

Bussmann, Hadumod (1996). Routledge Dictionary of 

Language and Linguistics. London & New York: Routledge. 

Crystal, David (62008). A Dictionary of Linguistics and 

Phonetics. Oxford: Blackwell.

Herbst, Thomas (1991) :Terminologie der 

Sprachbeschreibung. Ismanning: Hueber.
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Semester Outline

1. Phonetics and phonology: basics           

(& introducing transcription)

2. English consonants

3. English vowels

4. Beyond the phoneme (connected speech, 

suprasegmentals etc.)

5. Accents of English

Learning to Transcribe: Why?

The relationship of sound and spelling in 
English:

Often a certain letter / combination of letters is 
pronounced differently:

TASK: find at least four words spelled with an <a> 
in which the <a> is pronounced in different ways

Often a certain sound is represented differently in 
spelling:

TASK: the long i-sound /i:/ is spelled in at least 9 
different ways. Find at least 6 examples

Learning to Transcribe: Why?

Same spelling,

different sound:

� clean /h9/

� dead /d/

� dear /H?/

� earth /29/

� great /dH/

� heart /@9/

� wear /d?/

Different spelling,

same sound:

� all /N9/

� law /N9/

� sought /N9/

� awe /N9/

� autumn /N9/

� bore /N9/

� broad /N9/

Learning to Transcribe: Why?

- sometimes a combination of letters represents a 
single sound (clean, shoot,…)

- sometimes one letter represents two sounds 
(<x>: /ks/, e.g. fix)

- sometimes a letter is not pronounced at all 
(climb, psychology, sword, knight, wrong)

-> often highly complicated relationship 
sound – spelling
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Learning to Transcribe: Why?

Homographs (exact same spelling, diff. sounds)

lead (führen) – lead (Blei)

/kh9c/ /kdc/

Homophones (exact same sounds, diff. spelling)

night – knight

/m`Hs/ – /m`Hs/  

Learning to Transcribe: Why?

TASK: <-ough> has at least 6 different 
pronunciations; give examples

The Phonemes of English: 

Vowels (Monophthongs)

fill /H/

feel /h9/

fell /d/

cat /z/

cut /U/

cart /@9/

cot /P/ (RP)

court /N9/

full /T/

fool /t9/

the /?/

third /29/

The Phonemes of English: 

Vowels (Diphthongs)

file /`H/

fail /dH/

foil /NH/

foul /`T/

foal /?T/ RP

/nT/ GA

sheer /H?/ RP

share /d?/ RP

sure /T?/ RP
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The Phonemes of English: 

Consonants I

pig /o/

tart /s/

curl /j/

file /e/

seal /r/

pressure /R/

thigh /S/

big /a/

dart /c/

girl /f/

vile /u/

zeal /y/

pleasure /Y/

thy /C/

The Phonemes of English: 

Consonants II

chin /sR/

gin /cY/

mouth /l/

nose /m/

wing /M/

wail /v/

hail /g/

Yale /i/

rate /q/

late /k/

Transcription practice

Please transcribe the following words:

1) put 7) one

2) but                    8) won

3) bed 9) dance

4) bad

5) great

6) meat

Transcription practice

Please transcribe the following words:

1) put    /oTs/         7) one /vUm/

2) but /aUs/ 8) won /vUm/

3) bed /adc/ 9) dance /c@9mr/ BrE

4) bad /azc/ /czmr/ AmE

5) great /fqdHs/

6) meat /lh9s/
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Introduction to English 

Phonology and Phonetics

Dr. Nadja Nesselhauf

Semester Outline

1. Phonetics and phonology: basics           

(& introducing transcription)

2. English consonants

3. English vowels

4. Beyond the phoneme (connected speech, 

suprasegmentals etc.)

5. Accents of English

Prescriptivism vs. Descriptivism

Descriptivism (with respect to language): 
attempt to objectively describe language 
as it is actually used (by a given speech 
community, at a given point in time etc.)

Prescriptivism (with respect to language): 
attempt to set up rules for correct 
language use; not necessarily based on 
actual language usage (but for example 
with reference to an imagined ideal state)

Which of the following statements is 

descriptive, which prescriptive?

32% of speakers of AmE pronounce sorry with /N9/
68% with /@9/ (cf. Wells, Longman Pronunciation 
Dictionary)

“in many compounds whose second element begins 
with h the h is silent unless the accent falls on 
the syllable that it begins; thus […] philharmonic
should not sound the h” (Fowler’s Modern English 
Usage ²1968:484)

philharmonic $eHk @9 !lPm Hj -?-, -g@9-
|| -g@9q !l@9m- -?q- (Wells)
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Accent, Dialect and Standard

Whose pronunciation are we describing?

- many varieties of English around the 
world: BrE, AmE, NZE, AusE, SAE; IndE, 
KenE, …

- these national varieties display regional 
and social variation (different dialects and 
accents)

- the most prestigious variety (of a variety) 
is referred to as standard

Standard Accents

Standard accent of BrE: 

RP = Received Pronunciation

Standard accent of AmE: 

GA = General American

Standard Accents

RP

= Queen’s English, Oxford English, BBC English

- “received” = socially accepted

- non-regional, social accent

- spoken by about 2-5% of the population

- connotations of ‘poshness’

- more recent trends: modern non-regional pronunciation, 

near-RP; Estuary English

Standard Accents

GA (GenAm)

= Network Standard, Network English

- in origin the accent of educated speakers of the 

Midwest

- spoken by the majority of Americans (namely 

those who do not have a noticeable eastern or 

southern accent)
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Wells: Longman 

Pronunciation Dictionary

- Describes “modernized” RP and GA

- Largely, but not purely descriptive:

Pronunciations which are widespread among 
educated speakers of BrE but which are not 
considered to belong to RP are marked with the 
symbol §:

one vUm §vPm

The LPD also includes pronunciations which are 
generally considered to be incorrect (but fairly 
widespread):

grievous !fqh9u ?r ! !fqh9u h ?r

Wells: Longman 

Pronunciation Dictionary

philharmonic $eHk @9 !lPm Hj -?-, -
g@9-

|| -g@9q !l@9m- -?q-

Question: How do you pronounce the words 
either and path?

Wells: Longman 

Pronunciation Dictionary

What do these dictionary entries tell you?

either !`HC ? !h9C- || !h9C ?q !`HC-
Task: spell out the information given here in at 

least 4 sentences

path o@9S §ozS || ozS (*) paths 
o@9Cy §ozCy §o@9Sr §ozSr || ozCy
ozSr

Task: spell out the information given here in at 
least 5 sentences

Phonetics and Phonology

PHONETICS:

the study of speech sounds (and their                 
concrete characteristics)

PHONOLOGY:

the study of the sound system of a 
particular language
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Phonetics

- Phone: derived from Greek word for ‘sound’ and 
‘voice’ 

- Science of speech sounds

- Different types of phonetics:

articulatory phonetics (describes how speech 
sounds are produced)

acoustic phonetics (describes the physical 
properties of the speech signal)

auditory phonetics (studies the perception of 
speech sounds by the listener)

Articulatory Phonetics

- How are speech sounds produced?

- How can speech sounds be described and 
classified?

How are speech sounds produced?

- English: egressive pulmonic airstream

(vs. non-pulmonic egressive: ejectives   
vs. non-pulmonic ingressive: clicks, in E. 
only extralinguistic: tut-tut (dental click))

- Airstream passes through windpipe/ 
trachea (Luftröhre) and larynx (Kehlkopf)

- Movements in vocal tract to modify air 

stream

Phonetics: The Larynx (Voiceless)

Source: Collins/Mees 2003, 27
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Phonetics: The Larynx (Voiced)

Source: Collins/Mees 2003, 28

Plosives: Glottal Stop

Source: Collins/Mees 2003, 29

Phonetics: The Vocal Tract
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1. nasal cavity

2. oral cavity

3. pharyngeal cavity

4. lips

5. teeth

6. alveolar ridge

7. hard palate 

8. soft palate (=velum) 

9. uvula

10.-14. tongue (tip, blade, 
front, back, root)

16. vocal folds

17. trachea
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Active vs. Passive Articulator

- Active articulator: organ that moves; is 
actively involved in producing sounds 
(typically: lower lips, tongue)

- Passive articulator: target of articulation, 
either through direct contact or 
approximation

Classification of Speech Sounds

I Manner of articulation:

- obstruction of airstream in the vocal 
tract -> consonants

- no obstruction of airstream in the vocal 
tract -> vowels

II Place of articulation:

- consonants: place of contact or maximal 
approximation

- vowels: highest point of tongue arch

Classification of Speech Sounds

III Intensity of articulation: 

Fortis: high muscular tension, strong breath 
force

Lenis: little muscular tension, weak breath 
force

IV Voicedness vs. Voicelessness: 

Voiceless sounds: vocal folds open

Voiced sounds: vocal folds vibrating

Phonetics: Manner of Articulation

Consonants classified according to manner of 
articulation:

� Plosives / stops

� Fricatives

� Affricates

� Laterals / lateral approximants

� Approximants

� Nasals

� Trills

� Taps/Flaps

� Lateral fricatives
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Phonetics: Manner of Articulation

Broader classification of sounds:

Obstruents vs. sonorants:

Sonorants: air-flow not impeded to a degree 
that causes noise -> voiced nasals, 
approximants, and vowels

Obstruents: air-flow impeded to such a 
degree that sound has a noise component 
-> all the rest

Phonetics: Places of Articulation
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1. bilabial

2. labio-dental

3. dental

4. alveolar

5. post-alveolar 

4 + 6. palato-alveolar

6. palatal

7. velar

8. glottal

Introduction to English 

Phonology and Phonetics

Dr. Nadja Nesselhauf

Semester Outline

1. Phonetics and phonology: basics           

(& introducing transcription)

2. English consonants

3. English vowels

4. Beyond the phoneme (connected speech, 

suprasegmentals etc.)

5. Accents of English
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Phonology: The Phoneme

- Phoneme: smallest contrastive (distinctive, meaning-

distinguishing) unit in the sound system of a language 

(kleinste bedeutungsunterscheidende Einheit)

- How to establish what phonemes there are in a given 

language (= the phoneme inventory of a language): 

minimal pair/set analysis

- minimal pairs: pairs of words that differ in meaning and in 

only one sound

e.g. beg-bed, ran-pan, house-hiss, write-rhyme

- phonemes (abstract units!) are realized by phones

- allophones: variant realisations of the same phoneme that 

show consistent phonetic differences; occur in free variation 

or complementary distribution

Phonology: The Phoneme

- Examples of allophones:

Complementary distribution (=conditioned by linguistic 
context): e.g. /l/ in RP clear, long vs. cold, call

[k] in clear = “clear l”  [4] in cold = “dark l”

Free variation (=not conditioned by linguistic context): e.g. 
/r/ in very: can be realized by an approximant [¢] or tap [3]

- How to describe phonemes: by way of distinctive features
(i.e. those features which distinguish it from other 
phonemes)

- For English consonants, the distinctive features are: place of 
articulation, manner of articulation, intensity (type of 
airstream, voicing and other articulatory features used for 
the classification of phones in phonetics are not distinctive 
in English)

Phonology: English consonants
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Phone vs. Phoneme

PHONES

� the smallest identifiable 
unit of speech

� not specific to a language

� concrete, real-life sounds 
as we produce them

� the subject of phonetics

� notation: [  ]

PHONEMES

� a contrastive unit in a 
language’s sound system

� language-specific

� an abstract category (in 
the language system and 
in our minds)

� the subject of phonology

� notation: /  /
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Transcription

Broad (phonemic) transcription:

/udqH/

(use in transcription part of exam)

Narrow (phonetic) transcription:

[ud¢H] (RP) [ud±H] (GA)

(used in theoretical part, e.g. to illustrate 

allophonic variation of phonemes)

Transcription

- Generally used for narrow transcription: The 
International Phonetic Alphabet (published in 
1889 by International Phonetic Association; last 
updated 2005); cf. 
http://www.langsci.ucl.ac.uk/ipa/fullchart.html

- IPA is the basis for most phonemic transcriptions, 
but individual phonemic transcriptions for a single 
language differ

- Phonemic transcription used in this lecture: 
widely used type; corresponds to the 
transcription in Sauer‘s Drillbooks

Transcription Practice

Please transcribe the following words
phonemically in either RP or GA:

thing that

shy she

(to) form from

can (Dose) can (können)

Content Words vs. Function Words

Content words (lexical words, full words, 
autosemantic words): have a stateable lexical 
meaning (largely independent of context)

e.g. nouns, full verbs, adjectives, majority of 
adverbs 

(-> majority of words)

Function words (form words, grammatical words, 
synsemantic words): primarily express 
grammatical relationships

e.g. determiners (the, a, this,…), pronouns (she, 
them,…), conjunctions (and, but,…), auxiliary 
verbs (can, do,…), prepositions (at, from,…)

(-> only fairly few words, but highly frequent)
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Strong and Weak Forms

Most (monosyllabic) function words (about 50) have 
strong and weak forms

Word: Strong form: Weak form:

that /Czs/ /C?s/

she /Rh9/ /RH/

from RP: /eqPl/ /eq?l/
GA: /eq@9l/
or /eqUl/ 

can (können) /jzm/ /j?m/

Weak Forms

- in connected speech, function words mostly occur 
in their weak forms, not in their strong forms 

(strong forms: forms when words are used in 
isolation)

- weak forms typically have a reduction of vowel 
quality to /?/ or /H/, and sometimes elision of 
consonants

- many words have more than one weak form

Strong and Weak Forms
Some more examples 
(for comprehensive lists cf. e.g. Skandera&Burleigh 2005: 81f, 

Cruttenden 2008: 266f)

Word: Strong form: Weak form(s):
and /zmc/ /?mc, ?m, mc, m/
are /@9(q)/ /?(q)/
but /aUs/ /a?s/
has (aux.) /gzy/ /g?y, ?y/
he /gh9/ /gH, H/
her /g29(q)/ /g?(q), ?(q)/
of RP /Pu/ GA /Uu/, /@9u/ /?u, u, ?/
than /Czm/ /C?m, Cm/
them /Cdl/ /C?l, Cl/

Weak Forms

Rules for the choice of a specific form (if there are 
several weak forms): 

- contracted form of is and has (‘s):

/r/ after fortis consonant (it’s: /Hsr/)

/y/ after lenis consonant and vowel (she’s: /RHy/)

- function words beginning with an <h> (e.g. have, 
his, him, her, he, …) regularly have /h/ as first 
sound in RP and GA after a pause (Her name is 
Ann: /g?(q) mdHl Hy zm/ and not */?(q) mdHl Hy zm/
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Strong and Weak Forms

When function words appear in their strong form:
- stress on function word (e.g. for contrast or 

emphasis: It was you who said it [not me]; You 
have to do it, whether you want to or not.)

- contracted negative auxiliaries (hasn’t, wasn’t,…)
- before pause, i.e. at end of clause (What are you 

here for?)
except pronouns (e.g. You’ve met her, haven’t 

you?)

Function words that only have strong forms:
- demonstratives (this, that, those, these)
- wh-interrogatives (where, who, which, how)

Strong and Weak Forms

N.B.:
- do, have: weak form only for the auxiliaries, for 

the full verbs strong form (Do you know? = aux., 
What shall I do? = full verb)

- that: weak form for conjunction (I think that…) 
and relative pronoun (the table that…), strong 
form for demonstratives (I don’t like that. I don’t 
like that book.)

- there: weak form for existential there (there’s a 
mouse; there were many people); strong form 
for adverbs (I live there)

- wh-words: weak form for relatives (the girl who 
saw me…), strong form for wh-interrogatives 
(Who saw the girl?)

Transcription Practice

(Weak Forms)

Please transcribe the following sentences
phonemically in either RP or GA:

She‘s not at home.

There was a rush to the train.

We meant him not her.

Revision of Part I

- States of the glottis

- Places of articulation

- Manner of articulation

- Intensity (fortis – lenis)

- Difference phonetics – phonology

- Phonemes, minimal pairs, and allophones

- Phoneme inventory of English (&symbols)

- Weak forms in connected speech
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Revision of Part I

- Which three parameters are usually used to 
describe English consonants?

- Describe the English phoneme /e/ along these 

three parameters.

- Give the places of articulation of the English 
phonemes /a/ /m/ /l/.

- How does the normal RP realisation of the English 
phoneme /q/ differ from its normal realisation in 

GA? Describe phonetically.

- Describe the state of the glottis in the articulation 
of the following sounds: [u] [r] [>].

Revision of Part I

Do the following statements belong to the 
area of phonetics or phonology?

1) /t/ is an alveolar plosive in English.

2) [f] is a labiodental fricative.

3) /f/ is a labiodental fricative.

4) English has 24 consonants.

Revision of Part I

Are the following statements true or false?
1) Homophones are words that are spelled alike but 

pronounced differently.
2) One of the diphthongs occurring in GA is /nT/.
3) The phoneme /P/ occurs only in GA but not in RP

4) In connected speech, content words mostly 
appear as weak forms.

5) Minimal pairs are pairs of words that differ in 
meaning and in only one sound. 

6) The phoneme /M/ can be classified as a sonorant.

7) The glottal stop is a phoneme in both RP and GA.

8) Most English sounds are ingressive pulmonic.


